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WASHINGTON UPI
Congress today overrode an
Eisenhower veto for the first
time..
First the alouse and then the
Senate voted to override the
President's second rejection of
the [public works appropriation
bill. ,
The House vote was 280 to
121. which was 12 more than
two-thirds margin 'required.
The Senate vote was 72 to
23, or 8 more than needed.

Pa is Drops
Down In State
Fire Ratings

Beta Club Of New
Concord Has Meet

Eleven Other Children Are
Injured In Tragic Accident

The New Concord Beta Club
held a call meeting last week
with twenty eight in attendance.
The president Judy McCutcheon, presided.
Plans were made for the coming year with the possibility of
the group attending the Beta
Convention receiving special emphasis.
.Projects for making money to
pay transportation expenses to
the convention were discussed.
Plans were made for' a progrom for raising such. funds. Reporters for the schiail paper, the
Redbird. were appointed. The
program for the corning meetings were announced.

OAKLAND Md. (UPI) - Ti.e partially across the eastbound
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad's track at the Paul Street State
passenger express. The Diplamat, Route 560 crossing.
slat-rimed into a school bus stalled
He said that as he tried to
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Phylon a grade crossing today. killing start the,
, engine again. t h e
lis Tau. 27, lives about 50
has
Paris.
Tennessee
The city
, Roger Carbaugh of Murray,
seven children and injuring 11 flashing signal lights and the
feet from the scene of taclay's
ckopped from seventh to eighth
lBoy Scout. Happy Valley Disbells at the crussin began to
others.
school bu.s accident She was in
class in Tennessee Inspection Butrict Executive, was in Ann Ar
At least three
the injured operate.
her second floor apartment getbecause
of
the
failure
reau
ratings
bor, Michigan last week where
were reported in critical CondiCampbell said he then told the
ting her two children ready for
of the fire department to keep
he attended the Eleventh Nationtion at hospitals.
Pupils to get off the bus.
school when she heaid the imof
the
comwith
the
growth
pace
al Training Conference at the
Police identified six of the dead
The crossing is on a straight
pact of the crash and rushed
munity, a report to the Paris city
University of Michigan at Ann
as Nancy Lee Harvey. her broth- stretch of the double track There
outdoors. In the following discommission
revealed
Tuesday
Arribilli Michigan. The conference
er, Merle Harvey, Shirley Lee, was no fog.
patch, she tells United l'ress
night.
continued from September 1 thrRichard Hinkle, Nancy Deems
Otto Drooge. 6.5. Cumberland
Internatianal her reactions.
commission,
In
a
letter
to
the
ough 8.
and Lee Hoffman, 14. all of Deer Md., engineer on the train. said
the TER pc.inted out that the city
Park, Md., near Oakland. The fie was going about 50 miles per
By MRS. PHYLLIS TAUGH
must achieve certain standards for
Others from the area included
seventh, a girl, was not identified hour, the legal limit, where.-he
UPI
To
Told
As
to
reits fire depattrnent if it is
Scout Executive Elbert Jahns.
saw the school bus pull u.p to the
immediately.
When
I
mu
Md.
OAKLAND.
gain its previous status. The loss
and James F. Owens, District
The train, eastbound from St. crossing. He said he assumed :t
panicky
got
1
impact
the
heard
Executive of Paducah.
in grade may affect local insurLouis to Baltimore and Washing- was going on over the crossing.
since the railroad is so close to
ance rates by next 'March, Paris
Every four years the Scout
When he saw the bus had
ten, D. C.. struck the bus as the
just
know
didn't
I
apartment.
my
LOUTSVIILLE (UPI) - Kentucky city nomager Isbell said.
executives meet for an intensive
pupils were frantically rushing stalled. he said, he threw trio
thought
I
but
happened.
what had
put itself on display today as the
period of training under the leadTo regain its seventh class rattrain into an emergency stop. He
nut the front exit.
it was a bad accident.
1950 Kentucky State Fair opened ing, the TIB says that thg city
ership of their natlorsal officers.
The Emergency rear exit was said the speed tape on the diesel
felt
1
all
and
I rushed outside
its gates fir a 10-day stand.
Tit training conference inmust,
over the eastbound track and showed the train was going at
Strong gusty winds felled a giwas that I should help. 1 wanted
The .iffic:al opening of the fair
vestigated ways anal means of
1 Have two pumpers respond
about 20 miles per hour on imwas not opened.
as
fast
to help tohse children as
wasn't scheduled until Friday to all first alarms, and have Sheen ant White Oak tree yesterday
improving the organization's abilPolice said the bus carried 26 pact with the bus.
could. I was one of the first at morning, but the gates were to parked abieast in the fire station about noon at the home of Mr. high school
ity to reach and serve boys of
Mrs. Phyllis Taugh. 27, who
and grade school puand Mrs. Vernon Hale on Olive
the scene. There was a big cloud be opened for a -preview" at rather than in tandem.
the various age levels. pils. The bus driver, Leroy lives in an apartment above a
a dust just settling.
4:30 p. m CDT, today.
2. Purchase an approved ladder Street The big tree. which stood Campbell. 49. Deer Park, Md.. general store 50 feet from the
J
Dr. Arthur A. Shuck of Short
at the northeast carner of the
When 1 came outside I got a
truck with an aerial ladder.
said he thought he had picked crossing, was preparing her two
A style show was scheduled for
Mils. New Jersey. Chief Scout Wednesday's complete record fol. little weak. There were children
Add certain pieces of equip- house, was blown over and came tea "about 28" pupils.
3.
children for school when shs
Executtve of the Boy Scouts rif lows.
screarming...some had blood on this evening in the Exposition ment ti pumpers which they do to rest on the house.
Campbell. who was treated for heard the crash.
Wing. and the Tony .Bennet show
America, made the "Opening
there
and
crying
were
Extensive
damage
was
done
to
them...they
34
Census
not naw have.
"W'hen I came outside I got
shock at a hospital. said the bus's
the Coliseum to
Challenge" as the conference be65
was a lot of confusion 1 began will go on in
Adult Beds
4. Employ at least three full-time the house with the chimney being engine failed as the vehicle was weak." she said. "I saw children
night.
gan Tuesday evening. September
got
that
1
tose
off
knocked
down,
the
roof
being
torn,
blood
31
to wipe
Ernergency Beds
firemen and a full-time fire chief.
lying along the track. There were
1, glie introduced Ellsworth H.
3
to
Patients Admitted
A. number tf other recommen- and a big hole punched in the
children screaming.-- Some hac:
The program for Friday. desAugustus of Cleveland. Ohio.
scatwere
bodies
0
The children's
Patients Dismissed
blood on them. They were cryino
ignated as "School and Band dations were included in the re- easternmost d wn stairs room.
newly elected President of the
The TV aerial was demolished
tered airing the track. Some were Day," included a massed band port The city had asked for a 6th
New Citizens
and there was a lot of children, i
National Council, Boy Scouts of
looked
Patients admitted from Monday hurt, but some of them
began to wipe blood off rhoee :
concert, field seed and grain claw rating, but the letter from and telephone wires were broken.
America
who spoke on "The
dead They were lying along the judging, a band contest three TIB :aatted that If and when the The big White Oak. approximately
10:30 a. m. to 9:00 a. lin.
could get to. All I wanted to do
PITI`SBURGH
SoPlace of the Professional in the
Mrs. Thomas Brown, Rt. 8: tracks from the crossing where concerts by the U S. Navy steel above recommendations are com- 75 feet tall and many years old
viet Premier !Akita S. Khrush- was to ecentort those children."
Mov ern ent"
James Larry Sledd, 1107 Syca- the train hit down to where the band, which makes unusual mus- piled with the Bureau will first was rotted near the base and the
Within "seconds" after It.
chev
will spend about 16 hours
whole back ic on oil drum heads, two pereras1). Mrs. Taugh sa;ci, the cros,
whether the city is entitled freak gusty winds apparently were in Pittsburgh during his 13
Orville Beal of Newark New more; Mrs. Willis Prichett, Dext- bus had stopped. The
-day
The back wheels formances of the Rosemary Clo- o
old rating of 7th class before too much for it 'to take.
Jersey. Vice President at the er; James Sherrill Outland. 107 end was smashed
tour of tne United States which log "was_Sled with people."
bus. Pieces of tin craey 'bow, a youth talent sh
Mr. and Mrs. Hale normally eat
conaideaing s lower classification.
Ellata.110,11d pupils were taker
Prudential LWe Insurance Come No- 7th-:.Mrs. Billy Mitchersou were off the
*arts
nesti
Tuesday
an
uoutfieisl
matter of sec- tobacco fudging, milking demon
Man, of the requirements are lunch in the downstairs room, but outline of his schedule revealed to Garrett County Memorial Ho,
oany. spoke on "Management of anci baby- fie. Rt. 5. Benttler, wii4 crudied. In a
to
arriving
began
Mrs.
Mrs.
Hale
was
not
at
Rt.
2;
yesterday
R:dings.
perple
onds
pita' here.
stration. and the opening game of impossible in the present city hall
Stair
and
Time" Wednesday Glenn Brooks
there and the American Association base- building due t the cramped quar- home at that time. Mr. Hale de- today.
The collision occurred at Ino:
mtlffiing. September. That even- J. W. Hill and baby girl, Rt. 1. help The priest was
A spokesman for Mayor Thomas
church.
the
Collie.
eat
his
lunch in the
the pastor from
a. m. EDT., at a crossing
ball playolas between the Pen- ters of the fire department. but cided t
ing Ray R Pert. of Detroit Almo; Mrs. James Roy
3. Gallagher said
Wednesday
re
e
w
parents
Prime,
possibly
Some of the
nant-winning Louisville Colonels most at them would prubably be kitchen, a move which
Ilpfichigars president of the Bur- Rt. 5. Benton, Mrs A. E.
night ,the premier will arrive at Mountain. Lake Park, Md.. threo
like the and Fel Worth.
miles east of Oakland. The crossroughs Corporation. talked on Jr.. Rt I.. Benton; Mrs. Marty screaming and crying just
met if the city's. plans for a new prevented his serious injury or Greater
Pittsburgh
Airport
tnat
kids
death.
ing has no gates but is protects'.
It appeared the fair would get municipal budding materialize.
"Human Relations and S t a ff Etna Young, 407 No. 121th.; Charl- dhiliiien. Lots of the
"sometime
before
midnight"
dust
A hine limb punched its way
es Wm. Johnson. 215 No 13th.; escaped were covered with
a break in the weather, with a
Management."
Wednesday. Sept. 23. He will be by flasher lights.
through the roof into the room
The pupils were en route
cold front promising to chase
Lady Baden-Powell, widow of Mrs, John McGregor and baby and 4rarne.
met at the airport by the mayor.
and bricks cascaded into the chair
the Southern High School ani.:
All I wanted to do was comfort away the hot. humid weather of
Scooting's founder. Honorary Vice boy. Rt 1. Hardin: Mrs. James
IChrushichev
will
proceed
dihe normally rests in after lunch
the An several days and replace
President of the Boy Scouts In- Frank Holley and baby boy, those children.
rectly to a downtown Pittsburgh the Dennett Road Elementary
Mr Hale said he did not know hotel.
School in Oakland.
it with pleasantly cool temeraternational Committee, and World 402 No. 8th.; Mrs. Ira Wadkins.
At 10 a. m. Thursday, Sept.
The bus was knocked 40 fee
what had happened when the huge 24. the
tures and bright blue skies suitChief of the Girl Scouts and Girl Rt. I. Kirksey.
premier's party will leave
!rie
Editor
Ti
tree was blown against his house. :for a
to the side of the track. police
able for state fair time.
addressed wives of the Patients dismissed from Monday
one-hour
tour
pf
the
Times
Mesta
Ledger
and
The
said.
This morning a Paducah fi:m IMach:ne
Model home, completed in
Scout Executives in Hill Audi- 10:30 a. in. to 9:00 a. m.
Co. plant 'in nearby West
Murray. Kentucky
Gerald Minnicti. operator of taa
Ben Thcmas Hogancamp 1313
tern ved the tree from the house Homestead. the mayor's spokesjust 13 days, was ready for
torium at 200 p. m., on SeptembSir:
Minnich Funeral Wine in Oaa
with the use of a heavy duty man said.
sherwing and the sorghum miller 2. and extended greetings to W. Main; Mrs. James Harper and
preparing
to
Issue
TVA now is
land, said the accident was "U.
crane, only one In the area large
that proved an attraction last
all the Scout Executives at tbeir baby boy, 400 E. 8th Benton:
There was no confirmation
its own bonds and go ahead with
worst I have encountered in ni
William L. Hargrove (Esapired)
for the job
enough
year was set to operate again.
session on that evening.
from
the
meet
mayor's
office that 10 years in this business."
new generating plants to
, &Imo; Mrs. Thomas Brown.
! A detachrnent of school troops
Khrushehey
would have lunch,
the happily increasing power de"By the time I got to the scese
Rt. 6; Mrs. Clovis Grogan, Rt.
An informal wen house has from the Armor Center at Ft. mand of the Valley.
after the Meeta tour, at the Unimost of the bodies of the dela',
3; Mrs. Burlin Woods. Rt. 5: been planned for Murray Staie Knox already was encamped in
versity of Pittsburgh with Gov.
Citizens. for TVA which, throhad been removed from the bus.
Leonard Walker. Box- 401. Rt. 3: College's new
Union one corner of the Fairgrounds. ughout the long, hard fight for
Student
David L. Lawrence as host.
he said. "Everyone pitched in t
Mrs. Cecil Knight and baby girl. Building Sunday.
The troops will demonstrate mil- Self-rinancing, has striven to
However, the governor's office
give a hand- in the rescue war,
Rt. 6; Master James Sledd. 1107
Parents of Murray State stud- itary equipment including a huge enlist and bring to bear all the
has announced plans for the govSycamore; Mrs. Lena Cosby, Rt. ents are especially urged to see helicopter, tanks and other arernor to attend such a luncheon. There were milkmen and bake:TVA prothe
friendly
to
Diego,
forces
Mrs.
John
Jenkins,
San
truck drivers who stopped to he
1 Hazel; Mrs. Virgil a:Callon. the buhding, according to Dr. mored vehicles and guns of all
The governor, in confirming
gram, wishes to express to The California. daughter of Mr. and
...everything went orderly. but ..
MANCHESTER alta - Clay 405 So 12th ; Mrs. Jennie Sue Woods, but all others are wel- sizes anti types.
appreciation Mrs. J. R. McHood. Murray route Wednesday that he would be host
the
Time.
Ledger
dr
County Judge Charles H. Wente Stubblefield. 716 Poplar; Mrs.
certainly wait a terrible thing."
conic to tour the latest addition
of our people for its important six. died Wednesday night fol- at a Pitt luncheon for the preMinnieh, who said four of th,
set :vide Sunday as a special hot- little Newton. Rt. 1, Alm(); Jammier, said he hoped Pennsylvato the MSC campus.
Valley-wide
the
in
participation
surgery
at
a
Calilowing
heart
Woe honoring Kentucky's oldest es Sherril Outland. 107 No. 7th.;
Cimpleted in June and ripened
nians would treat Khrushchev dead were taken to his tuner:,
effort.
fornia
hospital.
parlor. described the bus afte:
Dying v.:ornan. Aunt Josie Size- Mrs. Charles Davis and baby girl, for use June 15. the Union cupNo voice testifying to the merMrs. Ispkins is also survived "cieirtenusly. just as we'd exRt. 1, Benton.
more
the crash as -not entirely demolplies much needed cafeteria space
and and two children, pect the Russians to treat Presiits of the TVA and urging the by her
ished." He said the side was cavas well as conference rooms!, a
fairness and practicability of the Sharon and Robert Earl, E. E. dent Eisenhower when he visits
!
..-A birthday celebration honoring
ed in and the roof was buckled
room. student
bar,
a
ball
Russia."
snack
have
could
means
bond-financing
Douglas of Lynn Grove was her
nhe aged widow will be held at
By JAMES L. KILGALLEN
Before Khnishchev departs for and partially torn away.
and faculty Intinges. a bookstore.
been more impressive than that grandfather.
tier home at AtIner Branch at 1
The engineer of the train was
international
office.
United
Press
post
and
a
which
"lives
of the Valley press
Funeral arrangements are in- Washington the afternoon of Sept.
pn cs.t Sunday Aunt Jcaie will
24 he will make an automobile identified as Otto Droege. CumThe Hartz - Kirkpatrick Con
with TVA and knows TVA best." corriplete at this time.
be 113 years old
NEW YORK (UPI) - A new
Md. He was questioned
struction Company of Owensboro
Very cordially yours,
Mr. Jenkins. formerly of At- tour of Pittsburgh's Golden Tri- berland.
134t0 authorities at
constructed the building; Lee Pat- bargaining approach in the 58and
The judge said, in issuing his
lanta. Georgia. has been station- angle downtown
various privately by
C. L. Beard, President
Keyser. W Va.. after leaving the
er Smith of Paducah was its day old steel strike began today
proclamation. "Aunt Josie's unselCitizens for TVA
ed at the San Diego Naval Base residential and industrial areas,
with 13 negotiating committees
train when it passed through an
the mayor's spokesman said.
architect.
fish life w315 devoted to her famifor the past several years.
"He will visit the heavily pop- hour after the accident.
The Student Union is the fifth working simultaneously.
ly. her neighbors and to people in
TM? top-level four-man teams
ulated districts and downtown at
major building to be added to
this entire area She was a areat
TO ATTEND MEETING
times when there will be a great
Murray State's plant since Dr. of labor and managemen. headed
venefactor to the mothers and
many people around," the spokesWoods became president in 1946. by David J. McDonald, president
new born babies in her region"
Wesleyan Service Guilds of the The first was the Industrial Arts of the United Steelworkers of
CAMP LEJEUNE, N. C. (FHTAunt Josie claims to have deDi Hugh M. McElrath will be man said.
The mayor's secretary. Aldo
livered more than 5.000 babies In Paso District will have the op- Building: followed by the Science America, and R. Conrad Cooper, NC) - Marine Acting Sgt. Har- atteading the Centennial meeting
thir Clay - Jackson - Leslie coun- exirtiunity to hear"outstanding Building: the flasitetbah Arena; executive vice president of the ry L. Hughes, son of Mr. and of the American Dental Associa- Colautti, and two representatives
speakers at the annual Guild and Woods Hata a damitory for U. S. Steel Corp.. resumed their Mrs. Jesse Hughes of 505 No. tion meeting in New York. He of the State Department met
ty area
joint sessions in the presence of Fifth St., Murray, Ky., completed
Wednesday and discussed the preSeminar. to be held Sunday al women
will also attend the annual meetfour government mediators.
A telegram was received from ternosin at 200 p. m. at the Mura Marine Corps Institute 105anm ing of the American College of mier's itinerary and security and
president Eisenhower by the eld- ray Methodist Church.
Meeting in separate rooms were How itze correspondence course Dentist's. Enroute he will visa press arrangements.
The Council of Churches of the
erly lady Wedneaday, wishing her
Mrs. S. M. Harmon of Mem12 newly fromed .subcomrnittess, August M.
his niece, Mrs. W S. Major and
muct happiness It read in part: phis, Conference Guild Secretary,
with each side represented by
He is serving with the Second family at Pittsburgh. Pa. Return- Pittsburgh area issued a "call to
"Senator John Sherman Cooper will lead thhe discussion of "The
seven negotiatars. This meant Battalion Tenth Marine Regi- ing he will spend several days in prayer" in district homes and
Western Kentucky lawyers rn.
churches for Sunday. Sept. 20. yesterday at Vie Kenloke Hole
tells me you are celebrating an. Role of the United Nations in
(AHTNC) - Army Pvt. Tho- that a total of 168 new negotiat- ment, a unit of the the Second Washington, D. C.
It
urged
Memthat
birthday
I
Another
Wyatt.
22.
am
Affairs."
L.
whose
wife,
churches
other
delighted to World
mas
ors were at work.
remain when the First District Bar Au.
Marine Division at Camp Lejeune.
open while Khrighthev is here
join your many friends in con- phian, Mrs. Camille McNabb. Myrtle. lives at 411 N. Fifth St.,
The task of the subcommittees N. C.
siciatian held a regular meeting.
LINER (BLAMED IN CRASH
MScand.
that
Chairman
of
their
bells
be rung at
Murray. Kv , recently completed had to do only with local work
gratulations and best wattles as Conference
Waylon Rayburn. president .1
noon
on
Service
of
thl/t
day.
eight weeks of military police practices in the plants of the 12
reach the remarkable age of sionary Education and
the Calloway Bar Astociation and
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
The
the Guild, will speak on "Africa." training at The Provost Marshal strike-bound maor steel compa113."
B M Wesiberry of Marion, comCoast Guard has blamed the
"The Gospel of Luke" will Fre General's School, Fort Gordon; nies. The subcommittees were atmitteemen of the state Young
American Liner Constitution for
Similar greettnigs are expected the subject led by Mrs J. L. Leg- Ga. WVatt received instruction in
tempting In iron out individual
.
Lowyers Conference presided
its collision with the Norwegian
from Vice President Richard M. get of Fulton, and Mrs. A. L. self defense. traffic control and
company problems involving' job
Marlin M Viola dean of the
tanker Jalanta last March' off
Nixon. Gov A. B. Chandler. Sen. 'Kinnard of Paris will speak on the basic procedures of civil and
preferences.
seniority, -pension
The Calloway County Conser- Ambrose lightship. The Coast
University of Lout:4,70.1e law schJohn Sherman Cooper and Sen. "The Ohurch's Mission in Town military law. He entered the plans, and
similar matters.
vation
dun Club will have a short Guard concurred with the findool. W L. Matthews Jr. dean of
Thrustnn El
Morton. and New and Country."
Army last April and completed
They were not discussing wag- at the Ernest Bailey Farm. one ings of a three-man marine board
kasslitsa Prises Imiesessaeball11.
the University cl Kentucky la..7
York Gov Nelson A Rockefeller.
Fulton, basic tra:ning at Fort Jackson.
Mrs. Elsie Prrsvow
foul th mile off the Mayfield High- which studied the case. A spokesschool. Jtartlee Brady Stew...aa
Clay Circuit Judge Billy Dixon Dristrict Guild Secretary, arrang- S. C. Wyatt is a 1955 graduate of es,
Court of Appeals Chief Justs
Southigest Kentucky Chief Federal Mediator Joseph way on Septomber 13 beginning at man said the basic reason for
Will make the welcome address ed the speakers and will preside New Concord High School and
noon.
the collision was the Constitu- ing and cooler this afternoon. Morris Montgomery, Ben B. Fowland the response mall be by Judge at the Sunday afternoon session. was employed by Shroat Meat F. Finnegan had nothing to say
Trap and still targets will be tion's failure to go at a moderate high in middle 70s. Fair and er. Frankfort, president of 't•
telt Marcurrn of Berea Bert T.
All Wesleyan Service Guilds Market before entering the Army. as he went into the session. Neioffered. Shells will be sold on speed in fog and stop her engines much cooler tonight, low in low Kentucky Bar Association, and
Crimes!. Democratic rfominee for of the district are expected to He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ther had McDonald. Cooper's oncold drinks and and navigate with caution upon 50s. Friday fair and continued Samuel J Stallings of Lpuisvii e
governor, will speak at the birth- send representatives to the meet- Delius B. Wyatt, 602 Pine St.. ly comment was "we are naxious the grounds, and
sandwiches will also be available. 'hearing the Jalanta's fog signal. cool; high in upper 70s.
were on the program.
to see what develops."
day party, also
ing. and the public is invited to Murray.
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Opens Today
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Huge White Oak
Blown Over In
High Wind Yesterday

Murray Hoshital

17e7i7to the Editor
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Wanted To
Help Children
At Accident

K hrushchev To
Visit Pittsburgh

DRESS

and PEDAL

Friends of this vicinity, magazines are needed at our local
h. spitai. Will you collect your
1959 July, August and September
numbers and call Miss Dianne
Larson, phone PL 3-3966 around
supper tonight and tell her your
name and address' She is giving
her time for this service and will
deliver the messages and addresses
to Troop 15 of the Senior Scouts
Who will collect them at their
convenience. beginning Saturday
morning
The magazines a r e delivered
daily about 10.30 am to patients
in the hospital. This service, sponsored by the United Church Women, was discontinued during the
summer but is beginning again
Monday morning.
What kind of magazines are
needed? Good magazines usually
enjoyed by adults and children.
Don't forget to send some funny
bo, ks. True Stories. True Confessions. too Please, will you collect your magazines today and
call Miss Larson tonight or before
Saturday morning'
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$798

Magazines Wanted
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Open House
To Be Sunday

Mrs. John Jenkins
Dies On Wednesday

State's Oldest
Citizen Will Be
Honored Sunday
•

New Negotiations
Underway On Steel

Guild Seminar
To Be Held
Here Sunday

Harry Hughes Is
Through With Course

Lawyers Meet
At Kenlake
Hotel Here

Thomas Wyatt
Completes Course
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Gun Shoot Planned
On September 13
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Safety Rules Republicans
For Children Not Making
Deals On Bill

THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 10, 1959

4•011..

'r

PiDliel HID by 1,11DGER A TIMES PUBLISHING
Como sues of *Ng Murray Ledger, The Calloway COMPANY, New
Timen arid The
Dienes- weld, October MI, 1928, and the WWII
Kentuckian. Selnigions
1. 11141.

For Savings During
&k*

JAMKS C. WILLIAMI, PLTBUKIIIS
We reserve the tight to rejec• any Advertistng, Letters
to tbe Sditor,
PuqUe Voice Hewn which, in our owl:um, are act hat
Ilbe Osal
interiNd 01 Sier readers

FRANKFORT iSpecial) — Kentucky State Police Director Pain
M. Smith hats these sefety rules
for children to follow in traffic.
I Obey all truffle °Myers, school
NATIONAL REPEUGMENTAT1VES: WALLACZ
uS piorola and traffic signs and sigMosso& MazipOsb. Tenn , 150 Park Ave., New Twig
INN K. Mak& nals.
gaa Ate., Clues's: SO Solystoe St- Bootoa2 Observe the rules learned in
trusted it thellitak Office, Murray, Kentucky, tor usaecausie
n al scho.I about crossing streets safeSecond Clan Matter
ly and playing only in safe places.
3. When going to and from
SUBSCRIPTION RA'PES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Inst, per
school, take the safest route.
booth $5r. la Callaway and adjoining *aunties, per yeas,
Woe;
ekewhack. IS-50.
4. If there are no sidewalks.
walk on the left side of the road
fleing traffic.
THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 10. 1959
5. Never use roller skates, tricycles. wagons or scooters in trig
r ad or street. They are for the
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
sidewalk only.
6. When you ride a b.ke take
New School Buildings
1180,000
the following safety ore-cautions:
Planning Cocksaiasion with Preset:tonal
—a. Ride with traffic and keep
Consultation
to the far right.
—b. Never weave or stunt. Ride
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
In a straioht line.
—c. When riding with others.
Industrial Expansion
ride in single file.
—d. Don't carry passengers on
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
your Ilke Carry books and packWidened Streets In Some Areas
ages ot a carrier.
Continued Home Bonding
—e. In traffic obey all signs.
signals and traffic laws.
Airport For Murray
—f Never hitch on to a passing
City Auditorium
*rock. street car. auttien -bile or
• v vehicle.
--g. If you must ride at niatit,
have a good light arid rear reflector
—b Keep your bicycle in good
mechiinical condition at all times,
Ledger & Times File

Dy RAYMOND -LAHR
United Press International
'WASH!N GliON (UPI) — Republica n leaders in Congress are
insisting that they are not dragging their feet or making deals
to prevent the passage of a civil
tights bill.
GOP leader Everett M. Dirksen
of Illinois told the senate this
week there was no truth to a
newspaper report that the adml.nistration was not interested in
passing a bill now because it felt
it could get a better one in the
1960 election year.
The Democrats, he reminded.
are in control of Congress.
And Home Republican leader
Charles A. Halleck of Indiana,
using the White House as a
forum, has denied that House
Republicans would he* stave off
a civil rights bill this year in
exchange for southern Democratic
votes on the labor reform bill.
. When asked if the Republicans
on the rules committee would
alcrte to send the bill to the floor.
he said he didn't know but pointed out that the committee is 8
to 4 Democratic.
House Vote
Regardless of a "deal," spoken or unspoken, the House vote
for the acirninistration-hecked lahror bill was the best evidence yet
of revival of the coalition of Republican and sauthern Democrats
which once plagued Pre dents
:T he Murray High School Tigers will open their footRoosevelt and Truman.
Rooselt
ball season here tomorrow night at 8 p.m. when they will
Now it plagues the liberal Demplav the gridders from Ridgely. Tenn.
io
.erats wh up to a few months
;
ag0 had thouff ht the 1956 ele-tion
:Kuhn Brothers Company, with headquarters in Nashhad put them back in the saddle.
ville, will open a store in Murray in the near future.
1 There was ample evidence las!
winter that House GOP leade!The Kuhn Dime Store will be located in the building
were in no mood to crusade for
LEXINGTON, Ky — Mildew a civil rights bill
now occupied by Garrison's White Way Market and
this year. It
Nance Merchantile Store, located on the corner of Fifth can cause much damage unless ,could be that they wanted help
it
promptly.'
removed
is
and Maple
Streets.
warns:tram- rout harn eorraervatives to
_
_
"Tthr----Threliceid• UK Exten- Ifeesti the Democratic new dealers
i
Mrs. Edna Jones Gupton, 62, who died yesterday at s...on clothing specialist.
i from running the show. In any
her home on Murray Route I, will be burled Friday in Go to work on the stain as 1 case. they have had most of the
the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery following a service soon as It is discovered. Miss l help they needed.
at the South Pleasant Grove Church at 2 p.m. The Rev. Threlkeld recommends. Take -off , .UrLtil l'957 when the Senate-and
any surface growth of mold by 1Congress-paseadi the first
civil
0. C. Wrather and C. L Page will be in charge.
brushing the m:ldew articles: do rights bill sine* the
reconstrucMr. .and Mrs. Lloyd Workman and son. Kenneth this out-of-doors to prevent scat- taxi years, the civst rights issue
Loyd, returned Monday night from a motor trip through taring mildew spores .in the house. provtded a good footbal.1
Then sun and air fabrics thor.Southern Demos Dissenting
the Great Smoky Mountains and Lookout Mountain.
oughly.
With southern Democrats disMrs. Henry Holton, Sr., who has spent hte summer in Fresh mildew an washable senting. each party declared itMurray with her son. Henry Holton. arid family, and her doll/1m -r household articles self against racial discrimination,
stymld be washed at once with but few in Congress
took the
brother, Karl Frazee agil Mrs. Frazee. left today for her soap and
water. If any stain re- ccammitrnent very seriously.
Ahome in Marshallton, 12rwa.
mortise'. bleach may be used on mons/ men who had to
live with
s-czne white clothing. Do not use each other on dozens
other
chloz,ine bleach on resin -finished issues, it was easy toof lire
a
1
cottons, rayon, silk or wool.
, vvii rights bill :n the currablatJ
0'
_ ,Articles that cannot be washed .srr
oes machirsery of congress-. .'
should be sent to
e dry clean ' Wifpx the pressure has (rosins
t
Ie.- :rnmediatel
.
y, she tuggests. Be greater and the racial and
labor
sure to tell the cleaner that the groups demanding
civil rights
article is mildewed. so that he legislation -seem more
aware of
can give it prompt attention.
how the congressional machinery
To remove mildew stains from Is used.
leather raids, these suggestions
W.lhasn F. Knots-land. then Seaare offered. Wax the article with ate Republican leader. forced
the
a cloth wrung out of d.hrted al- 195'7 showdown in
the Senate,
echo, ( nine part alcohol to one where' all civil rights bills
had
part water) and dry in the air). died kit years, although
he later
If this does not rcmove all of ' nad to yield managemen
t cd the
the sem. wash with a thick thin to Deirnocranc leader
Lyndon
suds, using a mtid soap or sadle :B Johnson.
sins,. Wipe off the soap. dry the' In his Senate speech
this week.
leather and polish or wax it.
IDirksen applauded Knowland for
Promptness ...s very important his "daring step"
in 1957. Yet
when rermAing mildew. Even ,he has contended
himself so far
mcre !important is the prevention 'this year with
applying the needof mildew. Miss Threlkeld points le on Democrats rather
than
The
cleanli
ness.
out
good venti- taking the lead to force
a showlati.in and dry atmosphere can &nen.
keep mildew -causing molds from
President Eisenhower repeatedtr,w•nlely has listed a civil rights bill
.
—
as an essential part of the leg!slative program for thiLs year. But
How You Can Make
he has not applied the pressure
on Congress like that Used on
Crabmeat Imperial
eucti issues .as the budget labor
.reform, housing, highways. the
NEW
YORK
In
C rabrneat u.hewt
o
Movie. TV, and Recording star GORDON
surplus, and interest rates.
imperiii .5 the most p outer enMACRAE will be featured at the World's
•••••
tree a: Commander's Palace in
Sept.
14-19
Champions
Horse
the
Show,
at
hip
41•1.
New Orleans Here's how you '
Kentucky State Fair.
rr.ake it.
Fertile Auto
afix I finely diced green pepper
..h 2 finely diced pimientos. I
tablespnon cl English mustard. I
teaspoon• of salt.
teaspoon or
HARTFORD. coon (LW —Whenwhite peaper. 2 eggs t.nd I cup cot .ver Arthur Mulhern wants
- mushmayor.natse Add 3 pounds of rooms, he heads for the floorboard
haw)
c.
abrneat
and mix with LIM- of his car, which has sprouted
CAN BRING
ers on the lumps are not broken.., three crops of them se) far
Heap -the mixture lightly into 8
Explanatst: As part of his park
eri.b shells or individual casseroles - 4epartrnent Job, lifteinern tramp,
Coat lightly with mayonnaise. rig
-ure lot or Muthroorris and he
%f•r:
sprinkle with paprika and bake
EVEN IN A BAD CURING SEASON SUCH
they grow on the floorIS minutes in a 350-deoree oven board because -I don't sweep
AS WE ARE NOW HAVING....
out
Serve hot or coact
my ear too often."
Tests Prove Th•t

wrrsine co,

Ten Years Ago Today

How to Remove •
Mildew Stains

I

Lean and Crisp ... Norwood.

acon

Center Cut Poi k Chops
Boneless

-

•

Ground tied
jowls _

SM014 e2,

^

PLaza

3-1823

CALCUTTA WRECII—A burned-out ambulance etanda in
front
of the medical college in Calcutta, India, after rioting
Over
nileged food shortages. Communists led the rioting
in the
ta•r,,,,,
e,ry 0,f 4 nee,and,
(Raflohketo)

19' Wieners

lb

2-lbS.79C

3 lbs. ;1.43

Mild and Mallow
Save Uja
30$ peTrMla.

Spotlight Coffee

49'

Smooth Spreading ... Chief Brand

Margarine

Sire Up to 21It
on 2 ibs.

2 29'
8
_
7
lbs.

50 FREE TV Stamps with Purchasse of 8 Cans of Kroger

Pork & Beans_

16-0s.
cans

on I Cans

50 FREE TV Stamps with Purchase oil Cans of

Kroger Applesauce
Vegetable Soup - - 3 for 35c
25 FREE TV Stamps with Perthase of Kroger

Sandwich Cookies _ -

1

lb Iv
'kg RPoP

4 Countrv rho,

Stamps with Purchase of Dandy

"' VALOIARLE

COUPON

I

25 FREE
Top Value Stamps w i•F nny

such as salt shaker, casserole, dessert

dish, cups

glasses

and

others.
Coupon Expires September 12, 1959

ittILMAtte.t.1.1.1.1Att1

A
VAIUAKILIK' COUPON "I

\

1REE

•••••••

VALUABLE

c((
0ur ON

II

a. —

••••

50 FREE

•MMEN.

••••••

SI)

••••

411mi
,

••••Ilo

Tcp Vaal? Stanps with This Coupon and Ms
Purchase of a 1 -lb. Package of Kroger Sandwich
Cookies at Your Friendly Kroger Store

••••••
•M•
IMO*.

Top Value Stamps with this coupon
so:. ',as • of 10-lbs.

••••

MINIM

Ceopon Expires September 12, 1959

.1
.11P
•

I 111111

3.

RED POTATOES

OM.
.11=10.

wet Ilium thy

..••••

'
cYr liElP4P4

11
411M.

Iflp

•

•••••

many

yiytishy; y ,1A'11111111

4110
111.-

Coupon Expires September 12, 1959

OM.

GLASSWARE ITEM

No Coupons Necessary on Pork & Beans. Applesauce,
F,iren 31 s C•ral Cake

OM.

Tv Stamps with Purchase of

25 FREE TV

TOP VALUE STAMPS

.11•110

29

Reef Pot Pies - - 4 for 89c

300 FREE
..•••••

4
7-oz.

494 Coffee Cake _ _ _ _ ,k 33'

Navy Beans ----

iy.f.m.tsw

303
cans

Tang
rn FREE

4 Lb. Bag Michigan

""

Save 16e Reviler Priti
7 Cans $1 16

Breakfast Drink

Campbell's Vegetarian

LONOMMQQQUOMON\9049M

nf the Season ... Flame Tokay

Golden Ripe . . Large

Bananas _ _

lbs.

U. S. No. 1 Golden Delicton

3 lis. 29' Apples _ _
5 S., 29c Carrots

Sin

U S Nt I
_ _

2 25'

Save lit on 2 lbs Last
Years Price 2 lbs. 35c

1) S NI 1

Fresh Corn _

KENGAS, INC.
105 No. Sth St

-

U. S. Fancy ... Wisconsin

For details see or call

lb

ty, Economical Skinless

Sugar Clifili

New Yams----

LIMITED SUPPLY

'

lb.

51b.
5
box 79'

49' Whiting Fish __

U. S. No 1 Looisiana

so expensive as rotted tobacco)!
SAFE and EFFICIENT

- —

Frozen H&G

Fresh

Grapes

IL rn.
from
Burley up to 1115, even in ideal curing seasons.
These units are low cost (not nearl

59'

lb

Bologna _ —

1b99

Ground Fresh Hourly

First

Prevent crop lows due to rotting in the
Also Gastobac tiIl increase income

Sire Up t5
14c a lb

M !rose Braonschweiger Of

Rib Steak_

BIG PROFIT.;

.GASTOBAC BURLEY
CURING SYSTEM'

•

Nib End Roast lb. 3t2c

Lean ... Tender

i
I

BURLEY TOBACCO

21p1kb.g 9c

Save Up to Sic
on 2 Ms.

•

Ettlffrflla

Sire

2 bagslb 29'

A . Colorado

2 29' Red Potatoes
lbs

3 lb, 39''

1O,39c
Is

•

•

ar

•

J

F.'R .10, 1959
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fp

Kookie Really
Does Not Know
Jazz Lingo

ing
t•

c

9
t

700

box

3.19C

In. $1.43
49C

29c

•

for 890

33'

George Montgomery -

Taina Elg

in "WATUSI" - in Color

C-ITT'TVTTTVVFFTlra
DOUBLE FEATURE
eilopt tiEtur4A4..
you/T
S WAVOIJrI

hop Here for a

.1 'It
4 II

1,

SEE
Gdaor
v ktiz
saes!
NEAR'
',yew

9

(V
SD

ALAN
FREED

210
•••••
MM.

•le&

•••

lb. 89c 1

SWIFTS PREMIUM

C
lb

LB. 49ci

Field's Chestnut

RIB ROAST

BACON

lb. 3W
WHOLE

FRYERS

lb

291

ROUND STEAK
PICNIC
lb
29Fb

Old Fashioned

lb. 394

Hoop Cheese
t.

VAN CAMP

BUSH
'
S BEST
Can

TUNA

HOMINY
PINTO BEANS
BLACKEYED PEAS
, BUTTER BEANS
YELLOW EYED PEAS

19c

PURE

KIDNEY BEANS
NAVY BEANS
SPAGHETTI
PORK & BEANS
KRAUT

SIRLOIN STEAK

MEXICAN STYLE CHILI BEANS

Carton

49c

Crackers

9!
2 cans

19c

CAMPBELL'S

19c

7-DAY

TOMATO CATSUP

Tomato Soup Can 1 ir

CANTALOUPES - - each 2W

15c

HUNT'S

TOMATO SAUCE

PEACHES
2 LBS• 25c,

10c

1111C4N VALIPCS

CHILI With BEANS

JAME A ft SON

15

07 CANS

49

dig Brother

%ft

Margarine

JOANN
C AMPIIIII

Oti" VP'

2lbs.29

AMERICAN BEAUTY

SWEET CORN

3 cans 350

MISS WISCONSIN

PEAS

Cabbage

3 cans 39c

NEW SORGHUM

lb.50

1 2-gal. '1.49

TAN RAPAPPOGOIS
,t3ni"i

ALAN FREED • JIMMY CLANTON • SANDY STEWART • CHUCK BERRY

SWEET'

CINCH

with Richie Valens

t5C

*

AND

OSAGE

PEACHES

*

21 2 Cans

•
, .

e"

fREE
DE UVERY

JOHN CARROLL and DUNCAN RENALDO 'cur Dirtsrea

Potatoesi

1W
PHONE
3-5041j
PLaza

O
H
S
\
'
S
GROCERY Lvimii btoottir-Lio4u, b*-1%1

10!

A MPUBCIC
PIC it/RE

41

411

White - Yellow - Devil's Food

2for 4W

eltoerelod

29*
390

CAKE MIX

Vosvetto

•
bsgi

— 4

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

•

eau

39°

.:
.*

SWIFTS PREMIUM RIB STEAK

De[Mg
ROCK

lbs

le
r

i
f_
_.„.
._ ,,.
.. BEEF.
CHUCK ROAST 49 39 -I
BACON

FLAVOR-KIST
1-Lb. Box

St•11.1.1
•••••

..,
....._

•••

$ANDY STP

cfes-

ag,

TEAD(
S DIE

k A PITON

.1tTr"

many

.a ;

GROUND

LARD

•
APAPA

aupon

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PAGE MEE

Friends Authorities
Several of my friends have become real authorities on Kookie
talk.and have even suggested the
vArticn of a new game that
would go scmething like "question
and answer."
Their idea is for people to
choose up sides and try to conEDITORS NOTE: Vernon Scott
found one another by throwing
is on, vacation. Kidd i,
Kookiei
Kookie phrases back and forth.
Byrnes, idol Of the teenage
Doesn't SC und like too bad an
telt viewers, takes over. He conidea. Anyone can make up his
fesses he doesn't "dig" jive
talk' own set of phrases. I guess the
and only folLws the script
when
one prerequisne is that they be
it comes to his•crambled
lingo. "way far out"...
Only ong thing.
I'm afraid I'd never win at that
By EDD BYRNES
kind of garne...This Kookie talk
Written For tirr
is too far out for me!
PlibLIAWOOD RIPD —Ever
since
I gut my- big brook -at-Warner
Bros. playing the role of Kookie
in "77 Sunset Strip-. I have
been
besie-..ed by avalanches of mail
wanting to know about
talk."
Now, please unde:ktand. 1 approciate the avalanches, but
I'd
like to get one thing straighte
ned

LAST TIMES
TO N rG

29f

uck

—

a

HAMS

7-oz.
ss

really

*fore I began playing Kookte.
I didn't have the faintest
idea
what this jazz lingo meant. I
had
never talked it myself nor had
I
ever mot anybody who cbd.
Memorises Phrases
Even now, after playing the
role
for nearly a year. I find only
a
few Kookie I.tirayes creeping
into
my evenday speech. These
are
words like "dad" and "hiparid
"sapare," actually words that
have
Ixill in the jazzman's lexicon
for
several decades and provide
a
.foundation for the taintless Kookie
phrases and words that have been
invented f,-r me. to use in
"77
Sunset Strip."
The truth is that I memorize
every one of the Kookie phrases
in the wr.grt. And sorne times
these get , "pretty far out"
Here's
a couple of sampleF:
Khookie: "You rig it an4 I'm - A ROLE IN A CAST—Actress
Luclenne Auclair, "Miss BelviRr stave."
gium" In 1957, feels a good
Translation: "You do that one
deal better about recuperating
little thing fir me and I'll
rememfrom an auto accident in Holber you in my will."
lywood now that friends have
Kookie: -Man, what a bag
fLxed
up her cast with Jingles,
of
bacteria!"
names and bloomer-like ruffle.
—

0
lb. 49

:9
II 9

&

ANIMA

"You're

e

lb. St3c

le.

Translation:
square!"

An st. casi

1-Lb.

Box
ENV

29e

4aglir

•

•

•

•
•

•
••

•
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Phone

ness which prevents the act from
ever corning off.
-The agression may irwo?ved
killing yet be socially acceptable
as when the hunter aims his gun
or the angler hooks a fish," he
, _ said. "Though such killing is accepted by society, it can stir up
--ffeclings of guilt But Cataplexy :
has even followed the shooting of
a dog out of a kitchen."
s
- Cataglea-y- -has puzzled
Sy DELOS 1W—
T14
almost from the time of the first
UPI Sciene.* Edleer
effort to explain the strange and
. "
—
x
puzzling phases of human benit excitement but unconscious
havior. Cataplexty has been aguilt which causes some people to •
round that long because the peog3 limp while drawing a bead on
ple who go limp after a hearty
a duck or hooking a trout on a!
they are many, are
'..ne said Dr. Max Levin who has • laugh! and
having cataplectx attacks.
been studying this strange bus.Not Applicable To Laughter
:-.ess for years.
Levin speciked that his explaThe scientific name for it is nation of aggression - arousingcataplexy and Levin was attack- guilt chct not apply to laughter
ing a theory that excitement is cataplexv, "for this is a mystery."
enough to make scene people cat- But he made one exception, for
:
plectic. He produced the case .the laughter that is interwoven
(f a man who goes trisp when with aggression. He cited a perhe's about to shoot a duck but son who went limp while laughmaintained his muscular ag.1:ty ing at a deaf Mute who was
'chile stopping a runaway horse. trying to express himself. That
Doing that is "as exciting an .sort of laughing aggression could
ocidertakir*g as one can imagine." ;trigger guilt he said
---fmv-in said. Furthermore. he conhis exPIaiiiitien he gse the
tinued, how are you going to use .narne of -conditioned inhibition."
-excitement in explaining people ;To make clear what he meant,
who go limp while lifUr.g a foot Hhe pointed to the ch-..g which will
- To step on a bug. since there is attack any sznail four - legged
nothing exciting about smashing creature'apt a porcupine. A
a bug'
!) painful eaperience has given the
Recalls Past Guilt
dog a -condition infubition" aHis awn scientific explanation gainst messing with such a crit!r many in_starices of cataplery ter.
s that, .art aggressive art which
Ccaplexy prevents some peois itisZetated in the mind ofguat
theriole.
Lams being boxers and bas*
__azouldstie actor -with -a -past will bring on the muscular limp- ball and tennis players. Levin

Unconscious
Guilt Says
Psychologist

NOTICE
Sholar's Auto Repair

Thursday. September 11411t
The Protetnu.s Homemakers club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Tony Schee-thus at 1.30 in the afternoon.'
• • • •
The WIALS of the Flint Baptist
Church will meet at the church
at 7 p.m.
••••
said. He is a metriber af the faculty of New York Medical ColThursday, September 15th
lege and reported his views to
The Gene!al Meeting at the
the American Psychiatric Assn. Murray Woman's Club will be a
dinner at 6:30 at the club house.
• • • •

Club wall meet at one-thirty o.elm+ In the home of Mrs. Lucien
Young on Milik,r Avenue.
Saturday. September lttb
The Captain We
Oury
C`‘.apter of the DAR will meet at
two-thirty o'clock in the home at
Mrs. J. D. Peterson, WOO Birch
Street in Benton. Mrs. Lovina
Frazer is co-hustess All members
are asked to attend
•• • •

THURSDAY —
The Surburban Homemakers
Club will meet with jgrs. Billy
Erimonds, 302 South 15th. Street
at 7.30. •
••••
Tuesday, September 15th
The Music Departralent of the
Woenan's Club will meet at the
club house for a meeting at 6:30
PM.
• • • •
The Christian W,men's Fellowship of the First Christian Church
will meet for a pot luck dinner
at the church at 6:30 p.m.
• •••
The Maryleona Frost Circle of
the First Mothcelist Church will
meet at 9::30 a.m, at the home of
Mrs. N. P. Hutson, 1108 Main
Street.
•• • •
Circle No. 1 -Of- the Yi:S.C.S. of
the First Methodist Church will
meet st 2.30 p.m. in the social
hall of the educational building.
Mrs. Robert Etherton has charge
of the program and Mrs. Hallie
Purdorn and Mrs Burnett Warterfield will be ix-steam.
••••

Monday, September 14th
The Presbyterian Church's WomFriday, September 11th
The Paris District Convention ea's Association will 'meet at 8
will meet at the First Metnodist p.m. m the home of Mrs. Harry
Church with coffee and regutra- Hawkins.
••••
•
---tion beginning at 9:30 a.m. MemThe SOUth.Pleasanf Grove WarneBn
Ben Grubbs visited Doc bars are soAird to 'befog a sack
makers Club will meet in the
and Mrs. J. H. Thurman in Mur- lunch.
or- • • •
home of Mrs. Stanley Grogan at
ray last wecinesciey.
The North Murray Homemakera one-thirty o'clock.
Miss Janice Alton spent Wednesday night with Miss Diane
Davis in Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. Decy Mitchell
Idesiday, September 21et
have been visiting her parents,
The Toastmistress club will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Tonle Christian.
at the Woman's Club house at
Mr and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn
6:30 p.m
and chrldren were Thursday night
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. (Jlennetii
Wisettart and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCormick
are proud parents of a baby
daugnter, born Saturaday. September 5, at Goesemore Hospital
In Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Alton were
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
Kurfees Ever-Kleen
and Mrs. Brooks Simmons.
Miss Sharon McClure spent SunOUTSIDE WHITE
aay afternoon with Miss Diane
Liav,s in Puryear.
Miss Janice Alton spent Sunday
efts:noon with Mr. and Mrs. DonSale - On'
nie Galloway and son.
$6.80
gal.
Reg.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wilson's doughSES7 IN Till LONG RUN—Chicago's Mayor Richard Daley
ty Mary is visiting them for a
NOW $5.85
presents medals to Marathon winners at the Pan American
Games. Accepting first place medal Is John Kelley of
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliffe Paschall
Open All Day Thursday
Groton, Conn., who scampered the 26 miles, 385 yards in
and sons are moving to
two
hours,
27
minutes,
54.2
seconds.
Second
was
James
STARK.5 HARDWARE
Tej
nr:
e T.4vhere he has aeec
a
ed
elpil
liza.
Grile.J2
(left}, Brockton, Mass.,-and- tilsixd--tright) was
12th & Popliky
Gordon Dickson of Canada.
Haruld- Wilson spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hutson.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
and Mr_ and Mrs Henry !stiller
Blakely had a wreck 'Sunday.
luckily no one was in)ured. however both cars were damaged.
Istias Nancy Grubbs spent Monday afternom with Miss Janice
Alxn.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Clayton
ait Nashville visited .Mr and Mrs.
Wilburn Clayton this week-end.

BUCHANAN NEWS

Did
You
Know?

HOUSE PAINT

gal.

Is Now Located At

209 South 7th Street
I
All customers and friends
tre invited to bring your
car troubles to OUT new
location.

Social Calendar

or

ID 6-3327

4

KENTUCKY

There will be a ground breaking service at Mt. &nal baptist
Church Sunday afternoon at 2:30,
Plans are being made for new
Sunday 9C Awl rooms everyone
come and en} y the service.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons.
we.e Saturday night visitors of
Mas Judy Willmnis sp.,-rit the

et
•• •-wips

week-end with Mr and Mrs. DonMr and /01:-.5 Rupert Sanders
aid Hutson
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•
LAW! Sill PiPlaksi—Senator Barry Goldwater (R), Arizona,
runs over final provisions of the labor bill as Senate-House
conferees corn* to agreement in Washington. In the meeting are (upper left) Rep. William H. Ayres (RI, Ohio, and
(middle) Senator John F. Kennedy (D), Massachusetts, and
Rep. Robert P. Griffin (R), Michigan, co-author of the
House labor bill. In foreground are (left) Rep. Carroll
D. Kearns (II), Pennsylvania, and (right) Rep. Graham
A. Barden (D 1, North Carolina.
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DEADLINE FOR., ENTERING LOCAL TEAMS
(Men's or Ladies')
IS

the
one
has
two
—BI
In,
grei
real

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Call in your team requests Now to assun,
regular bowling without delay!

PLaza 3-2202

Mar

eve
or
vele

League times will be 6:30-9:00, Mon. thru Fri.

CORVETTE.LANES
1415
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InstantFolger§
'Coffee

•
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PERSONALS
PHONE PLaza 3-1751
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vr and Mrs Ralph Wilcox ar•ci
son va.ted Mammoth Cave and
other c3ints al interest in .isen- -to
Lucky over the Labor Day Week-

cei
dra

end.

With
your own
cornstick
recipe..
Nx\

k

////

mighty fine baking
eiiery time

•

ON 6-OUNCE JAR

You con do it ... easily, surely? Your eorristicks will be light, have
old-tirrse flavor ... without fail! Use Sunflower Self-Rising Corn Meal
Mix, and be sure to omit the baking powder and salt your recipe may
call for. They've already kAsispn added, and we want you to enjoy the
finis results1 Use Sunflower when you bake cornsticks or any Other .
cornbread. Sunflower is oil purposof

Celts mod Proud, lust
Sunfiovr
n044. •••1,y 11•11411 0,11 roc p•
WI. For 804., Fero Aght, •ohcr
igity -.loft (Misr, *Niro suref

Folger's Coffee
Buy Now And Save! Compare New Instant
your
cup — where
in
flavor
with any other for both aroma and
of New Instant
coffee goodness really counts! In every delicious cup
of
Folger's Coffee you enjoy nature's choicest coffee —without a trace

,4

save money, too,
that old "Instant Taste.'' So taste, test, compare and
Coffee.
as you discover that in new Instant Folver's

FREEI
Scre• /to Fro. coupons le tf.• bag, Ilted•e.1.
obl• for Orvinol Novo, Silierpletql Yea
cm bulb e *owlets red

111einstantIaste"is gone!

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY COMPANY

A

•

•
a .

•
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Be Ownself
Says Star

By

DEBORAH

Written

For

by elle old Cap- president of the Student Council.
Lovins who has Other members elected were the
for
Past five following: Jerry Waters, Sharon
Hill, Charles Perry, Dan Patterexercises found a son, Linda Erwin Mike Morpacked gymnasium of eager young gan, Patricia Orr, and Harold
faces ready to launch out Into Craig.
the depths of another year of
Cheerleaders for the following
scholastic training. We were proud
to have as vest speaker, the basketball season are: Pat Lee,
Rev. Jack Jones, who spoke on Judy Hlughes, Patricia Hustles,
the topic of "The Evils Of Al- and Suzanne Curd.
cohol."
The senior class has partially
Gerald °evens was elected atI
faculty headed
tain Mr. Guy
so ably led us
years.
The opening

HAZEL
News
Ahoy there mates. The launching is past and now we find ourselves going full speed ahead into another year.
tvorything is ship shape here
at Hazel High this year.. We are
proud to boast of a very splendid

EDITORS NOTE: Vernon Scott
is on vacation. Today Deborah
Ker.sets down her thou
on
"method" acting and the edifects
it has had on Hollywood newcomers.

•
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troops invading Laos from neighboring North
Viet Nam. Now, the tiny Asian country of Laos
branded Communist North Viet Nam an aggressor and urgently appealed to the United Nations
for any emergency task force to repel the attackers. The plea was met by speedy action in aa)
Washington and U.N. headquarters in New York.

Need Basle Training

•

I don't know what "the method's exactly. I do know that you
can't make the grade without
some basic training-it is necessary to train your V wee. your
speech, your diction, your posture.
• ur gestuies. your projection, but,
in top of these, should come
through what you are.

Illy

own bogie train mg was received at my aunt's school of the
drama in Bristol, England There
I learned the basic things IV*

6

•

R
offee
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natant
ace of
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le!
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RELAXES WITH GOLF-President Fiaenhower drives oft at
the Turnberry golf course,
about five miles from the Cul.
?earl Curtis In Ayr, Scotland,
where he was staying for a
brief holiday. The President
*eel here from Paris &net
'event talks with President
Charles de Gaulle of France.

RIB, CUBE

SIRLOIN

PORTER

OR SWISS

STEAK

HOUSE

LB.

LS.

89,
LB.

99c

99C

Frying Chickens(I)7:i° 29° Canned Hams
Halibut Steaks
• 39t Slab Bacon
,

Lb.

South

5"

L,390

ezsahn. Feir7I1:4
Fro
Lb.

_4,01

4,

od
triia
r•irfIA

SULTANA

Fruit Cocktail

Gladys Cooper and I were
-ting.mand decusetrig 11111I
eatt•
ninW-this trend towards specific
"methods" in acting. She said: "My
dear, I don't know what they
mean by 'method.' I eat go on
and I am." I agree with her, I go
on and am, or try to be the person
I'm playing. with, I hope, something ,4 my own personality as an
ingredient.

The so-called "method" has taken over and taken away their
own personalities from these impersonators. It seems to me it is
possible to analyze youreset out
firy individuality.

Harold Craig, Reporter

Delicious Eating—Indoors or Out—
LAOS ASKS U.N. FOR ARAM HELP -Communist
troops sing marching songs and display their
fighting equipment during • gathering at Samneu. Laos, in April. 1958 At the time. these Red
soldiers were supposedly training so that they
could be integrated directly into the Royal Laotian Army. They are now assisting Communist

Well, not everyone can get Into
the Actors Workehop. not everyone who has climbed the heights
has come from there. True, the
two big new actrng personalities
-Bdo and Paul Newman--did.
In, my estimation, Branco is a
great actor. but I think the chief
reason for there nog being any
more big new personalities is that
everyone is trying to imitate him,
or some other idol, instead of developing their own personalities.

Of course, I arm all for a tramin
'rindor school where you
lea M the basic things of your
trade-a firing pad from w hien to
fire the rocket of your own personality But imitating Brand), or
anyone else, la wrong.

From all sides is evidence that
have experienced the beginning
of the best year in the history
of Hazel High School,

STEAK SALE

Wrong To Imitate

•

are
ar-

Super Right Fully Matured Beef

I

L TEAMS

this
our

Come See ... You'll Save At A&P!,

CPI

When I was on tour with "Tea
and Sympathy," there wasn't a
city or town we played that
groups of aspiring young people
didn't ask how they could get
on a theatrical career. Mast
start
of them seemed to feel the only
way they could become a second
Brandi" was to go to the same
acting school he did and learn
"the method."

year's annual
history. Also

AkaRKA.1 5151110511511 1000 IlleCsame

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Producer,
and directors are always hunting
fat airy screen personalities, and
every young hegeful wants to be
that discovery. Yet, too many of
the would-be thespians are trying
to become a second Marfon Brando.

• -

planning to maks
the best in
the seniors
proudly wearing their newly
rived class noes.

big

the

111111111111111111111111111111L111111111111111111111111

KERR

completed its Yearbook advertis-

30-0Z.

$100,

CANS

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

IONA NE +v PACK

15 Oz

Filler Tablets(711-1"
'
can 10
Golden Corn Csrtey:
SOUP SALE
Red or Kidney Beans
Tomato Soup ",*)nargie
Tomato Soup
Pork & Beans
Eat A Little Bit Better
2
Peas Zeam. (
..jr:27°
Corn Flakes
694 Tomato Juice
TocfhPaste
.47.Zat
QUI

ANN PA(elk

111-01.
Can 10
4
ne
1111-01Can IV'

Sultana

17-0z. 0194
1
Cans fla

WRECKING ITS WAY DOWN-A big crane perches precariously on 13th floor of the Hotel Norton
In Detroit, where it is in process of "eating" its way down to the street by wrecking one floor
.•'
at a time. It swings r 2,500-pound wrecking ball against the brick work.
mentioned.
Also, we had mime clams where
we had to invent characters and
situations and aet, them ,,ut in
pantomime We had to team to
convey without words as well as
with them.
Anyone bent on an acting career
would, be wise to remember he
can't be another lirancto So my
advice to aspiring thespians tindon't try to be a second anyone.
Learn your craft and be yoursed.

Keep Children
Safe In Auto
Traffic
FRANKFORT (Special) - State
Director d Accident Control
Charles Barker Jones says things
get done when people work together and this is especially true
In the 'field of traffic safety.
Jones urges the cooperation of
all Kentuckians in making a success of the ciuld traffic safety
pr arum being conducted tms
month by the Kentucky Department of Public Safety.
"If we :Ire to keep our cfeldren
safe in traffic." Jones said, 'its
going to take the combined efforts
if motorists, parents and the children themselves.
The . role of parents In this
throe-way safety effort is very
important. Jones panted out. "parents can regulate to a large extent the activities of their' children, keeping them • away from
dangerous traffic areas when they
are not under the direct supervision of an adult. Parents also
have many aippoitunities to teach
children good safety habits.
"Of course," Jones said, "one of
the best ways to do this is by
rerenTele. Ifeperents-and all adults
-are careful shvays to follow
-safety rules, St will do much to
instill in children respect for and
Obedience of these rules."
Jones emphasized that ctiari 1..
don't have adult judgment, ha•
ever, and that even When they
have the very best trainine, they
sernetimee are going t be unpredictable in traffic situations.
"This is Where the motorist muet
do his part,- he added. "It is
to the drieers• to be especi,
alert near schools and playgrosi.
in residential areas, and any p:
children might be expected
my-Incr.
At the mime time children themselves must do the best they can
to walk and play safely, ooserving
the rules they have been taught."
he concluded.

Breakfast

Stripe (IF.ei Pe.
Imo as
Economy
ga.
Ileetrk )
.
Size
Tap.

HEARTY AND VIGOROUS

Good Used Car Buys!

Our Own Tea
49C
OUR OWN TEA BAGS

100 ct. box 89c

White

Tompson Seedlike,

Rican

What a Value!
1-IL SAG

5k
V

RED CIRCLE
3-Lb. Bag

1"

Crop

.r•ero

""

JANE PARKER (Reg. Sic)

Jane
Parker

"b. Bo,

)

CHEESE SALE

71c

Longhorn, Mild Cheddar,

1.77

Your Choice

Lb'

Help Your Child In School

49c

4 49€
Pure Lard
Cottage CheeseRYans 32c
Navy Beans voung 2 25€ Wesson Oil
Cez)3
2r,:41g Crisco
Golden Corn
39€
Vel Liquid
Peas & Carrots
Hydrox Cookies
Palmolive(isc:°0) 4 33€ Ritz
Crackers
9*
PECAN SANDIES
198-:': 35(
Ad Detergent
'Max Cleanser 2 31
1:0 super Markets
Fab Detergent (F)T:::77€ 4
Lb.
Ctrs.

GOLDEN BOOK
ENCYCLOPEDIA

16-011

Volume 1, 49c—Volume 2 thru 16, 99c Ea.

Gt.

Whole

ButterKerri1

12-0z.

Oee

12-0z-

Fik%.

Sunshine

Belle

loo

110s. are
Stack Pak Li

Nablsce

. See A.C. SANDERS •
VERRLE TAYLOR
GAYLON TREVATHAN

a*

rrevsn-AIP French

Swi.••

57c BOKAR
1.65

New

M

Ea. 290

34b. Bag

Leo I iv!! Iledi•41

9f
lb.- 2

1
25::489C
Potatoes
5 um-494
Peaches `,:,,1"'
10'
t
Yams
2::..35°
Fried Potatoes
Spanish Bar Cake
450
Cherry Pie

Mead'- 1-1b. A
t
bag'

12
ALL PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVI THRU SAT. SIPT.

T.HALE
J.Motor
Sales

AMISICA1 KrttatOST P000 frITAILIS
4110.11111111IN

!MOS leSe

Da GUM AT1AMK a PACIFIC VIA COWAN%

Plenty of Parking Next Door at City Parking Lot

ate*

7
is

GRAPES'
2
Puerto

FRESH. . FRAGRANT...F1AVORFUl....AND

a

„P

CALIFORNIA

(MAXIS 100 CUPS)

'57 PONTIAC 4-door Sedan. All power,
Ky. car. Nice!
'57 OLDSMOBILE Super 88 Holiday
(oupe. All power, real sharp.
'56 CADILLAC 4-door Sedan. Blue and
white, sold in Murray. Clean as a
whip!
'56 BUICK Super 4-dr. All power, airconditioning, local car. Nice!
'57 STUDEBAKER 4-door V-8. Solid
black, nylon tires, 19,000 miles. Clean
as a pin!
'55 CHEVROLET Bel-Aire V-8 4-door.
Automatic transmission. Nice!
'55 PLYMOUTH 4-door V-8. Standard
transmission. Clean!
"53 OLDSMOBILE 2-dr. Super 88, clean.
'53 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. Cheap!
'53 STUDEBAKER V-8 Hardtop. Automatic transmission.
'53 PONTIAC 2-door. Nice!
'52 CHEVROLET. Mechanically good.
Cheap!
'50 OLDS. Standard transmission.
'48 DODGE 4-dr. Only 599.95.

:1

...b. 4
•
- ••••••bis

eantastalier-twatos-,
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FOR THE LOOK THAT
REFLECTS.... see the

NEW

FALL SUITS

.New FALL SUITS

by Rockingham

by Griffon
Floss

HAI GASSING Upper—
::. Frank Mackey (nght),
rnier city detective who is
. school board member in LitRock, Ark., examines clues
::.qaped by two well dressed
Aomen who threw a tear gas
bomb into the building where
• e school board was holding
a routine meeting. At left is
Detective F. C. Mickoleit. Lowe; left: Clues left by the women include footwear, one pair
and a single: two tear gas
can:niters. Above: Fireman
Green, wearing a
as
leaves the building after
.elping to clear it of gas with
electric fans. One of the women fell down those same 5:'-: 1
before all three fled in a c..:.

Stop in and trythe Aussie (loth
suits by Griffon. This 100'; Ails-bra-Ilan- -•$w Nted --fabric comes in
a sparkling selection of shade-z.
including black,

only $5750

* CHICKEN FRYERS,

* SKILLETS
* CORN STICKS. etc.

* KETTLES

I ROLL DOESKIN
TOILET
•

FREE

TISSUE

With Each Box

DOESKIN FACIAL TISSUE .. only 29c
CANNED GOODS SPECIAL!!
• SHOWBOAT BLACK EYED PEAS

• BUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
• BUSH'S RED BEANS
• BUSH'S YELLOW EYE PEAS
• BUSH'S PINTO BEANS
• BUSH'S HOMINY
• BUSH'S KRAUT
• VEVCO SPAGHETTI
No, 303
Cans

29`

BRUCE'S - Quart

FLOOR CLEANER

FREE!
SMALL BROOM

•

To Your Wardrobe
See The New

Hopsack Blazers

only $3995

-

29.95 & 534.95

Dress

All Wool

SHIRTS

Sport Coats
A large new selection

by Wings

SUPPLIES

shades for fall!
Reg. - Longs - Shorts

WASH 'N WEAA

Stock your freezer now
and Save on these good
buys'

Reg. Size $139
Only —

They're
"Real Cool!"

SUITS •

stouts, long stout and short stout.

Charcoal, Cambridge-Charcoal

$3495-& $39"

The newest colors and styles

MEN'S

— WASH !.N WEAR —

Flannel

PANTS

Brown and Blue

•

only $,995
MEN'S

only $1995

$335 and $398
Long Sleeve

Large selection of patterns

Styles and Colors!

$4" to $10"
Fur Felt

MEN'S
LONG SLEEVE
WASH 'N WEAR
GINGHAM

HATS
by Champ
The Newest in Styles and

$
8
"& $10
"

SPORT
SHIRTS
$2.98
MEN'S

MEN"S

Suburban Coat

FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM

See

UNDERWEAR
UNDERSHIRTS

RUGBY

Sox

SHIRTS

COATS

by Camp
MEN'S /BRIEFS
Stretchie and Argyle

In

heathr-r-

Special! $1.98

MEN'S

Sport
In solids, stripes, plaids and

•

and colors in drip-dry cottons

For a Brand Name

MEW'S

SPORT
SHIRTS

In Large Selection of

shadas!

Famous Burnish

690

Tones
Men's Boxer and Gripper

$398
When choosing

S1695 to $9750
-,ner inform: I attire slat ks should be

an accent. not -an after thought !

BROOM

of sizes. Regulars, longs, shorts,

in new styles and

in Broadcloth and Oxford Cloth

aPProved

new

styles and colors. Large selection

MEN'S

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
House dairy subcomrruttee -has
,tec.ded to make a full study ear:y next year of federal milk
marketing orders. The decision
•A•as made at a meeting Wednesday on the mottion of Rep .l I win C adD-1.owa.

FREEZER

Only

'25"

75e

ALL KINDS

with purchase of

SPORT
COAT

for Fall!

'.-affic before crossin,
2 Find out what traffe safetyi
tueation your children are re• malt at school and coorcilm...
ur. own instruction with it.
3 impress upon chi.dren the
:anger / playing ,n the atzeot
A-ar moving traffic. See tit

Wools in

LONG SLEEVE

In the newest styles and shades

aa
r k
4. See that children are ak
I using outdoor toys such a
o.11er skates. bicycles. 'coolers. tr.-yeles and wagons, and that the.
• woofers practice safety rules
her. using the toys.
Motorists should:
1. Keep a c .natant look-Out for
ch;ldren. Even when children are
7:ear:y in view. their ictions some•.mes are unpredictable.
2. Near 50'1,...,1 areas be constonly alert for signs. signals. traffic police. scnool patrots and f
childrtn tnernselves.
3. Decrease „weed and Mereas,
vigilance when driving near playgrounds and residient:al areas and
Jther places where cr..:dred a.e
Likely to be found.
4. Don'. cznpete with bace riders. Be rady ahvals t., g.ve them
the r:ght of way.

• BUSH'S NAVY BEANS

Rocksport

Top Coats

crossing streets only at inter..ections, waiting for the sigri.1,.
.aking-both v:ays and far turnin,.

111

Worsted

Wool Flannel

RAYON & DACRON

add a

Fall

FRANKFORT iSpeciali —
State Safety C-entressioner
"..rnes E. Bassett list. these e.ght
..les for adults—parents and mot-.sts—to follow to sates,uard chit-en in traffic.
He suggests . that parents:
I. Set ch.ldren a good example

ay only

• SHOWBOAT PORK AND BEANS

100';

To Do!

Of

0then

SELECTION OF 100"0

for fall!

A Complete New Selection

LINE —

Cast Iron Cookware

Special! $45

SEE BELK-SETTLE'S LARGE

NEW

Fall Suits

The Sporting Thing

Read The Ledgers Classifieds Safeguard
Safety Of ,
Children
— COMPLETE

See the new Vanguard
Worsted in the newest
of fall colors.
the Suit that is Famous
for Long Hard Wear!

MEN'S

WEAR

HBARD SLACKS $1295 to $1595
New silicone treated worsted flannels. Colors of

— WE CARRY ALL KINDS —

charcoal, char brown, cambridge and burnish tones.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Shorts

69

MEN'S UNDERWEAR BY STEADMAN — THE SAIL
WHITE UNDERWEAR!

MEN'S UNDERSHIRTS
MEN'S GUARANTEED BRIEFS
MEN'S BOXER & GRIPPER SHORTS
MEN'S WHITE & COLORED TEE SHIRTS

790
89eip
'1.00
'1.00
'1M

MEN'S

Felt
HATS

WE GIVE

- SavAl ay Trading Stamps -

for Fall

STALLS

Woc.I and Fur Felt

MEN'S
ALL WOOL

Flannel

PANTS
in Charcoal - Char
Brown and Cambridge
SPECIAL!

$398 t $598

$998 & $1098

MEN'S GENUINE
ARGYLE

BULKY

SPORT
Sox

Knit
SPORT SOX

New

Fall

Colors!

59c

rm.

MEN'S

by B. V. D.
Light and Dark Tones for Fall

790

•

...1111111111111111111•111111111111111111P

FOOD MARKET

DENIES SHE'S A FAGIN—Mra.
Dolores Myers, 41. mother of
seven children, looks glum In
Ban Diego, Calif. police custody, where she uerues teachIng her children to steal, pick
pockets and commit burglaries.
At this time police were hunting her husband, also. same
charges, teaching crime to five
of their children.

EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE
WE DELIVER DAILY' — PLaza 3-1551

"We Appreciate Your Business"
'AMIN

all111111V"

ELK'SETTLE CO

MIMEMI

4'

gin
X

••

•

a

•

f

•
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LOST-EnD ?kip

YOU'LL

FIND

IT

firHE WJ

4,

'TLE'S LARGE

kl OF 100',

FOR RENT

ITS •

bridge-Charcoal

and Blue

ilorH and styles
fall!

2995 •

:N'S
SLEEVE

3RT
RTS

I

HELP WANTED_J

si.98„

OPEN

SLEEVE
N WEAR

4.1=Cial

FAu..Yt4lt

OtAi

98

:N'S

ZWEAR
SHIRTS

•

,BRIEFS

()
and Gripper

. , 690
THE SAIL

790
8901,
1.00
'1.00

:, rsrs
LKY

nit
T SOX

. V. D.

k Tones for Fall

90

. 7:15

FRIDAY

and

MAVERICKI
Ill-JACK
ay JACK KEto_y!
:)

OM K0110

MY MOTHER IS MAD AT /Ai;
FOR RUNNiNG()VON MY JOi3
OF PUSHING MY BABY SISTER

AROUND IN HER swum._

SATURDAY
John Wayne
Maureen O'Hara
- 11) -

:"Rio Grande"

NO41-Ail..--f4 KIDS ARE
MAD AT ME FOR STRIKING
OUT AND LOSING THE
&WE OF -714E SEASON!

a6GE5T

by Ernie Bushmiller
I'M GOINGWH AT
HOME
DO
FOR
YOU
LUNCH
WANT?

-.E...eeiVeif--

Sr et -.0

/z
-z

t N

4

I

THE-LOOM

RTS

f`H A ITER '44
ealeee.
with you. We will make it es
IN I.,P,SS thin a m
• er of an be de him
brief as p tssible."
de wall of the rr,s3a rub.
I ...al, • flier was I.
cat .
RYTI1CL sla: Zed to say some.
ward Witk Kirk Hammerer and a' .ve Utensil black and•impenAra thing forceful and then shut his
,
tee.
and
Cowman
portion
a Vntinen leadet called Rymer'
of the laws again with an audiele snap.
ateirod. For quite a while Ham• , uck opmcd qu. tit, on pivots In spite of Mussed Hammond
*mond could see behind them the They emit,red the city of the was amused. This Vramen chief,
Fourth Men
pillars of flame where snips te
so vastly superior to himself,
Some ot Hammonds daze left was humble and unsure in the
off from Alther for the safety
bun. He blinked al the soft light presence of this little, pattering
of space.
lie kept seeing Thayn moving l and looked around. He and Ry- creature. Then he wondered what
away from him, vamahine in the met were in a very email room he was amused about. It was not
with opeque, reeve- - walls
It funny at all.
ominous light, and there was
coldness around his heart that pressed nerd against their feet
It was terrifying to realize
and
knew
it
was
a
lift
taking
l
he
would not go away.
that his life and Tnayres and
Rymer shook him and he itnew them up to higher levels.
the lives of countless people. both
The lift stormed A ssetieri of Vramen and Hooman, depended
that he had slept, in spite of
himself. The flier had landed on the Wall sliemel beet and they on the whim of these cool, ona barren plain, where there was stepped out into a corridor It human minds.
lb not a rock or a tree to break the WS S far too ma It for their size
."In
here. reverend
grandemptiness exasert where one great Hammond bent his head and father," said Clede, pointing to
bulk rose up ahead, a flat-looped shuffled forward along the shin- an open panel in the wall Elammesa dim in the night-shine of ing floor. Rymer came after him, mond saw a chamber beyond in
kneekles almost brushing his which three of the Fourth Men
the nebular sky.
"We'll have to go the rest of feet.
sat waiting. Rymer looked at
Someone stood in the corridor Hammond, took a deep breath,
the way on foot." Rymer said.
And adoed, "As far as we go" al,ead of them.
and went in. The panel clotted.
Hammond followed the liraAt first Hammond thought it
"Come," said Clede. The email
men out onto the plain and looked was a, child. It was perhaps four mouth curved with the distant
feet tall, dressed in a single brief shadoe. of a smile. -There's notharound. puzzled.
garment The holy had the slim, ing to fear. You will not be
"I don't see any city."
Rymer pointed to the dark bate unformed beauty of childhood. harmed in any way."
ton of the mew. 'There. In• The head was large in proporThe little figure drew away
side the rock. A thousand tun- tion to the bodt, not much more from him along the shining corchild.
normal
in
a
The
live
holes.
They
than
is
million
Trete, a
ridor and Hammond followed it.
like ants in a hill that can't be features were a little cold in ex- They came into a quite large
broken, stepped on, or burned." pressrun but very handsome. Only circular place where there were
He shook his headjeoking like the roes were completely alien, rows and rows of cells rising in
any men preparing to do a necere •huge knd deep and of a strange tiers, each one with a figure in it
nary but hateful art "Come on." pale eller.
dimly seen.
"Reverend grandfather," the
he said. "Forget Thayn If you
"This is our group memory,"
can. Think about your past. the small person said to Rimer, with Clede whispered. "Stand here."
Clede."
knew
irony,
"I
am
icy
world and the people you
Hammond stood, and the living
The creature looked, at Ham- memory bank of the Fourth Men
ten thousand years ago. Think
mond with considerable interest. emptied his brain of knowledge
•hard"
They started toward the mesa "Ties is the first Hemmen I have like a clip. There was no pain.
a I) our t seen. Its brain is rudimentary but He was not aware when it was
th meht
Hammond
Earth, the old Earth that Was does c ,netin information of a over. He was not aware of anylost to him forever, the 'tonnes unique sort It will Mite us only thing at all until he found himand the colors, faces, voires, a few moments to extract and self wnlking down the corridor
streets, the rockets, the hench- recerd In the meantime, reverend again and there was somebody
Mg pad. life and death fading out frenrelfatlee•--with him. Rymer.
together in the cold moon And
"in the meantime," said Rymer
They got Into the lift again
underneath these thoughts he harshly, "you bed better look in- and went down and out the door
knew Where he Was and what side my mind and see why this of pivoted stone, which closed behe was doing, and he wee not at Honmen was breught here."
hind them. They walked toward
"Oh." said Meth, "that has the flier and did not speak. H Aill•
all prepared far what happened
It was a cloudburst, a hurri- already been done. I was about mood's mind was totally Incuriea
cane, an earthquake, and all of to say that three of our number ous, at peace.
It soundless. all of it in his head will listen to you while the PooIt Was not until they were alHe conk/fel stand It. lie couldn't man is being examined. Please most bark to the flier that that
anything
discouldret
do
very
Noise
is
softly
walk
fight it. He
muffling Intuenee suddenly vanbut turn blindly, screaming, and tracting to thought."
ished. The two men looked at
Clele led the way along the each other like sleepers suddenly
run, run, runHe had fallen and there was corridor and into other corridors, wakened, and then Hammond
moving like thistledown. Ham- cried. "What did they say? Will
dirt In his mouth.
Then the stunning aeony was mond, feeling 'gross and clumsy. they help?"
gone front •Rafrirrtond's brain but followed after with Rymer. On
Rymer's voice was edged and
there was sell something wrong, either side of the corridors now bitter with helpless rage. -They
head
his
there
were
cells
in
he saw that
.
e something strange in
said they would look into it.
He could feel a presence there. the rock at regular intervals, They do not like to he disturbed.
MD
like
glowing
memories
glassy,
over
his
with
the
lined
turning
It annoys them excessively. But
the pages of a hook. Ile made an substance and closed by trans- because there is a possibility that
instinctive effort to get up and parent panels.
en may now. consttthe Third 1
In each one of these child- tute a thre
run again and found that he was
to their contineed
unable th move Tremors of feat revel cella a small figure sat in peace, they
II look Into It."
and revulsion shook him. He was an Attitude of profounn thought
He terned and ear, for the flier,
-Since we have complete televery cold.
merle
communication,"
"Yoe
are
perpathic
Snmebody pall,
"lie,' face had changed,It was
murmured, "we are able to link
mitted to enter the city"
prone, Knee of
Hammond got up The presence a number of out units together no longer theVramen.
11 hoe e
Mayo of the
had rifle-frown from his mind, for gentle effete on larger probleek a'-d
seared. shy.
leaving only a dim thread of lems Most of us are so occupied
to him
rhe
1,Itself behind, The threw, pulled Ore, the few of es engaged In she Hung hard
continues tomorrow.
him gently but firmly toward the privat,, research nre free to deal story
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"THE BLA(Ik ORCHID"

VICIOUSNESS, KNIVES, MURDER-Here are three New York
teenagers onotheir way to a come-uppance as a result
of knife killings. Left: Miguel Castro, 17, stands manacled.
guarded by a detective, after he and Jose Cruz, 17, were
arrested oh homicide cnarges when Adolescent court dismissed them-no jurisdiction. Castro is accused of killing
Julio Rosana, Cruz with killing a 15-year-old girl. Upper
right: Rogelie Bote, 17, looks a bit swaggerless after arraignment with three other teenagers in the fatal stabbings
of two 16-year-olds at a playground. Loiter right. Jose
(Frenchy) Corder°, 18, is anothet charged In the case.
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Helen McCallon and Pam Tidwell served as hostesses.

LAST TIMES
NITE
SOPHIA LOREN - ANT
_NY QUINN

ma
iUIIIIIR

:N'S

After ptepaing the breakfast the
girls served their mothers in family style. The tables were deccrated wrth white tablecloths, silver, crystal, china and a bowl of
artificial fruit.

ammo

iai.

irip-dry cottons

The girls met end prepared a
menu of the following: crange
juice, baked eggs and cheese, bacon. biscuits and not chocolate.

Those present were: Mesdames
3 ROOM DOWNSTAIRS Furnished
apartment Water and heat fern- R. W. Blakely, Hoyt Mc:Callen,
tshed. Phone PLaza 3-4552, 9-10P Paul D. Jones, and Billie Tidwell,
Messes Wanda Blekely, Pam Tid.HOUSE, base- well, Helen McCallon. Phyllis
5 ROOM BRICK
ment, eleetoc /'eat, 1113 Sycamore. Jones and leader, Eva Mae McCall Greene Wilson PL 3-3.536 Callon.
•
9-11P
days PL 3-1916.
Helen McCalein, Repiejter

' Maw MI6 lildnillii
vi4aa
NMI
nil
13
ill mai.
Mil mai
IVRAIIIII
IN :loam

)11 of patterns

Church social hall.

_J

FOR SALE

lannel

90

9-wc Kirksey 4-FI News

ROOM FOR BUSINESS Woman.
Pleasant home. Private. 1703 FarThe ICirksey Junior 4-H CoekFOUR ROOM APARTMENT AT mer, telephone PL 3-5720
after 4
ettes held their 4-H Mother and
407 N. Sixteenth Street will be p iii.
Daughter breadclest, Monday, Augready to rent Sept. 10. UneurnIshust. 31, in She Kirksey Methodist
ed at $35 010 per month. W. Z.
UPSTAIRS FURNISHED APART— ment for two people. 305 North
7th St Phone PL 3-3447 or PL 3eves Co., Attlebeo, Mass, 9-10C
' 2628.
9-10C
STEAM
FINISHER. Experience
BRICK
DUPLEX,
UNfurnisthect,
preferred. Boone Laundry a n d
5 rooms and bath, oil furnace,
Ciletiriers, So. Side Court Sq., Murand garage. Nortlh 14th Street,
ray, Ky.
9-11C
Phone PL 3-3943.
9-10C

plies icy-enable. Contact your lo- JIMMY COOPER A UCTION Elat.
cal Singer Sewing Machine rep- Will sell anything at auction.
resentative BILL ADAMS, 201 S. Phone PLaza 3-3307, Murray, KenSTOCK REMO.% ED FREE. lath St., phone PL 3-17037, U tucky.
ITC
Pv leapt service. Trucks dispatched
IF YOU ARE THINKING OF IN
by two-way Hulk. Call collect
stalling electHc heat call Duncan
WATCH FOR RE-OPENING QI
Mayfield. Phone 433. If ao answer
Electric. Free esumates and lowest
Murray Auto Salvage. Owned and
Cdli celleet Union City. "ewnessee,
prices. Phone PL 3-4691.
9-12c
eperaled by Herbert Key & son.
phase Tr 6-9361
TFO
--._J
9-14P
SEVEN 9 WEER. OLD ELMS
EWING MACHINE REPAIRS— MRS DARNALL'S KINDERgarten
registered English Setter puppies.
ir on e all makes, repaired, epens September 14th. For resere
9-12C
Contact Dr. Bryan, Cadiz, Kenerviced, cleaned. Parts and sup- velum phone PL 3-5257.
tucky, Phene LAkesicie 246290.
9-10C
SHORT ORDER N1TE COOK, day
Answer te Yesterday's Puzzle
°CROSSWORD PUZZLE
waitress, night waitress. College
BUILDING LOT ON BRUCE Ave.,
Grill. Call in person, 203 North
ACROSS
DOWN
YIUM MOPM
/
1
2 block from college. Phone PL
16th or College Grill. Walter HutLIMP
MMUM
90.3
3-3749,
1-Female
1-More from
9-10C
chens.
9-10C
aide to side
soldier
000 0300OMUO0
(colloo.)
3-Mature
UOMMW OWEd
TWO
DESIRABLE
WATER-front
4-i dminiehee
3- Sen ing to
09 UMO MOM
complete
9-Crimson
lots on Ginger Creek. See H. Bear,
MUO dUiS 2ZUOA
4-Salft
12-Time gone by
MEN-WOMEN $20 DAILY. Sell Rosiciare, lL.
9-121'
13- Wideawake
6-In music:
r3 11i1 avIUM
Luminous nameplates. Write Re14-Silkworm
high
ammo filOW OUul
16-Precious
LOCUST POST - 280 each. See
II-Trader
IMOO OOP UM
7-MIMI('
•tone
Noel Melton. Phone PL 3-5877.
01111a3
8-Let it stand
16-Look
II xedly
9-Rejuvenated
ABUOUNION
9-19C
eig- Container
10-Pe.iod of
QUM IMMO MMEI
Ili- Man',
time
00E4
QUM
NEW
umam
3
BED
ROOM
BRICK
house
nick nam•
11-Noise
just outside city knot. AU city
20-Numbers
19-Man's
game
nickname
convenience except taxes. Also real
30-Roman
40-artificial
22- Meeting
Si -Zest
bronze
language
mm
22- ExclarnatIon
nice baby bed. Phone PL 3-4770
32Dines
42-Ignitatur
24-Through
23- Threeor PL 3-3300. See Fred McClure
33-Flying
43-(Week letter
25-Pilaster
banded
mammal
44-Ocean
24-Simian
armadillo
or Kynois McClure.
9-1U1'
45-Metal
34-Physician
29-Orgas of
24-Cushion
--------—
(abbr.)
47-Capm hin
hearing
26-Doctrine
35-Outcome
Monkey
30-Mountains of 27 -Conjunction
STARTED DE KALB PULLETS. 4
37-Cooled lava 411-Girl'a name
South
- Gnat
39-Charm
,50-Marry
America
to 5 months old. Murray Hatchery.
21-Repeal
9-ZIC
33-Start
4-Fear
-14t hloplan
VIOLIN, G
title
CONDITION - 2
36- Afternoon
mees on Benten Road. Mrs. Edgar
Mil
Si-rag
r1t;
3
Overbey, PL 3-2703.
..14ret
RE
39-Obtaln
40-Olrl's name
41-Tormer
MODERN SIX ROOM HOUSE, /
1
2
26 Vill
RUSS1101
22 23
rulers
mile from city limits on Heaton
WilMI
PO"IMI
43- rzeta matlon
i.:
:
4
30
Road. Phene PL 3-1644.
9-12C
44- hi mac: as
Xe0
Illi iaau
ili
written
33
•74*:
46-R. et
*.•:•:*
REINSIATED-President Arturo
13 ACRES LAND 2 ROOM house
temporarily
to...v11 II
$°
44-Recent
Frondizi reinstated Gen Carand .3 burley base. Near Temple
61 -41 addires of
111
Illtii:ill
Mil
il
los Toranzo Montero (Above)_
heeling
Rill Church -Mars Pearl CY-Heron
as commander-In-chief of the
Illiiiiiiallfilliigia11113E
at Olive, Ky. Rt, 1, Hardin, Ky.
38 111
success
p60.0
Army -after a crisis that
9-11P
63-N leht
brought battle lines to Buenos
before
.mi
0
:4
MIuua
il
A
9 50
Aires By this action and the
14-One, no
la 45
il
matter
SQUIRREL DOG, MALE, Six yrs.
resit/mitIon of Gen, Elbio C.
whkh
old. Guy Smith, Almo, Kentucky,
:Mall
Anaya as Secretary of War,
65- N err.
We't
Mil
il
Phone PL 3-5869
9-10C
Dr Frondizi quelled a threatnetworks
.5eNts12
66-Parket
ened rebellion against his
HM
Alba=
11
(coneee
NANCY
sixteen-month-old regime.
tr. bjUniL.d Featureyn 0I a on io
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Carter. Phone PL 3-1625.
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SQUIRTING HIPASCIS
WITH SHRINKING

%RAC'S fr- STOP?!

7"
.

-Z.- —
by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS
I SHALL CAPTURE TI4E STENCH

ON THE OUTSI , THIS IS A
SIMPLE,LIITLE,Uf4COMPIICATEO
COMMUNITY. BUT INSIDE ITS SEETHING WITH
CORRUPTION, VICE -RAW
EMOTIONS! AND IALABAMA BROWN—

ON PAPER — AND STUN THE
CRITICS WITH A DRAMA
ABOUT HELPLESS HUMANS
CAUGHT IN THE
(CHUCKLE)
CRUEL TRAP
OF LIFE!!

ROOMS T' LET'?
WELL, YE MIGHT TRY

ABB!E
SCRAPPLE-WHAT
AMIE SCRAPPLE'S: A GLORIOUS
MUSIC THERE
IS IN THAT
NAME?

4

L=3

.....,„„.,•PEIdr-411(fr...,
nisi& -

.
T

WELL,YES, I'VE OW A ROOM
TO LET-EVER SINCE
NEPHEW
SLATS,MARRIED
UP WITH BECKY
GROGG1NS -

••• Al....

aid..
,
1
fAlsi

SOUNDS FABULOUS, ALABAMA,
AND YOU SAY YOU'RE GOING TO
TAPE-RECORD THE CONVERSATIONS
OF THESE SIMPLE BACKWOODS
FOLKS! GREAT,' I CAN
SENSE (SHIVER)
ANOTHER ALABAMA
BROWN HIT
COMING;

•

M 'V

•

•
4-

imamainummisowvommo
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t•RDORR & TIMM — MURRAY KENT(Jen

TTIV1V4,11
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4,4

4.• to 6-Lb. Avg. (No Charge For Slicing)

SMOKED PICNIC
Field's Best Grade

lb.49

Sliced Bacon
Reelfoot

Ct

Wieners - - - 1-1b. pkg.4W
Armour Canned - Read to Eat
"Seasoned The Way You Like It"
PURE PORK

•"6.16
'
KNEE-LENGTH FROIA.110041FTN AND SOUTH -A beige woo; suit
(right) with a mink -lined stole comes from Dior In Paris.
Unpressed ''pants pleats- are featured in the skirt that barely
covets the knee, • controversial point LP the new fashion
picture Jane 'terve% wears one knee-high boot in Silver
Springs Fla.. for a very different anslis--on the style story.

Electronic
Controls In
Use On Brain

Can

Be Controlled

FRYERS

3W lb.

BOLOGNA.

MORRELL PALACE SLICED

113 ACON--

1-1b. pkg. 39c

In describing these experiments
to the New York Academy of
Sciences. Delgado said they would
"seem to supp,rt the distasteful
conclusion that motion. emouon.
DELOS SMITH
and behavior can be directed by
BIG BROTHER
-CPI Science Editor
electric forces and that animals
- "Probaniy" and humans can be controlled
*rfr YORK
.;_
.roponible to ensiave the like robots by push buttons.- But
tr.seln rare by establishing elec- he added an important qualifieat. --tile controls over the human tion.
1:4
0.bilut mark well that
It was the: Physical and psyThe scientist who used
'patterns"
orbit in any
it
who has investigated the :tool peal
ilit.es of chan.ing people bairn Electrical stimulations can
•
robots is not positive ,t is '..ctivate. inhibit, or disturb" these
ifit
impassable b ec a use he doesn't patterr.s But they cannot create
iew patterns to replace the old
knotty Use limitations
Tlits Nientast; Dr Joie M. it •ln other words. Delgado continuCALIFORNIA FRESH
Delgado of Yale University. be- ed. 'twain stimulation can elicit
',icy* science should find out Just4 an einotional state, but it cannot
vrtiat the limitations are st the chair the basic characteristics of
tope that the human *personality tr., experimental subject."
ind our brut. Kit
are beyond
Delgado qualified this qualificaelectronic control" D-igad
own
tion thr ughout with that word
experiments in, •ectronica.ly di-rarcbably " ri:s human subjects
rectu4g the biaws if a few persons ,
see hopeless victims of mental
and of animals have produced reand nervous disorders and the FRESH - Kentucky Wonder
markable • results.
work on them was designed t
The direction is actneved by
help them These "therapeutoctil
electrically simu.at.ng various'
possibilities ha%e barely been inareas of the brain Cats and Mon‘t•tigated ' he said
keys are forced by this stimulation to perform cori4ilIC2fed b dv
movements. Hainan beings have BRANDT Hoars DELEGATES
beec for-el to feel fear. to be
HOME GROWN - Purple Hull'
more friendly than they were. and
BERLLN (UPI)— West Berlin
to experience cordu.sion as_to then

MAZOLA
TUNA
5 CANS 98c OIL QUART 59c

lb.150

Large 21 z Can - Big Brother

Brain

Wire

Delgad.i

In

aid

t

Detail
,e

:at ef

-wire a brain for the stimulation in amaaing detail They use
Siires as fine as hairs and intr.duce them into the heed in bun-

41ell through a hole drilied rniuw

sirull.

The

wires

Sri-

insulated

Mayor 'Willy Brandt presided
Tuesday at a city hall receptinn
in honor a( American Ft•P7esenlatives returning from the Interparliamentary Union Congress at
Warsaw Brandt asked the vis.tors. wh,
- included Sen. Frank
Church D-Idaho and Sen. Th mu Henning' D-11%)'.":0 to convey
h.s thanks /or Airnerscan aid to
the reconstruction prolvarn 4
this city.

for their tips .
and_terminate
a socket fixed m the hole The
tips are ,mplaMed in
various
larain areas The scientists have
succeeded in makin. nas many as
WASHINGTON (UPI
— A
42 implants in one brcin
House agriculture subernmittee
By plugging into the socket.
may hold public "field" nearing'
they can deliver electrical cur- this winter
on marketing controls
rents to as marry brain areas a for the poultry
industry Rep.
they welt in whatexax--Zpattorss—R, Johnson
D-Wis. stabthey devise These techniques have committee chairman announced
been evolving for 14 yeiers and the tentative plan after
a meetlonger but culm.nated this year ing of the group
Wednesday.
with the .nventiun of -a "wireless
IlmuldiSor " Y u see. creatures
with long lead Wirt% plugged into
NEW YORK (UPI) — Preitbeir heads can't move about too
diu, Tex.. and Gala Bend, Ariz.,
and besides they're likely
'shared Wednesday's h.ghest rele be intubited by them
ShVit
irr

•corded temperature - I lb deThe "wireless starralator- is so
Tees-the U S Weather Bureau
small it can be worn on a collar
rep.rted. Today's lowest reading
It has
timinc mechanism which
was 17 degrees at Fraser. Colo.
can sto-e a program of exits/string
' Wednesday's South Poe tens,artivity f r the creature Whole
- peratures ranged fr•:rn rri.ntis SI
brain u tuned to it and then
•
711111v
—

Typewriters
For Sale Or Rent
Office Supply Dept

Ledger&Times
GREENE 0. WILSON
Phone PL 3-1916

•

1 - bag

10c

Fresh Tender White

2lbs.2W

deatx;___IN,Avu*tadsipwsem,
TAIRACLE
WHIP
do slim pas

490

4 EARS
Quart

19c

DRIP GRIND

DRY MILK
Makes 8
Quarts

FidierI
S

COFFEE

59`

#OFF

1 -Lb. Tin

59c

Oisco

AL-

COFFEE
Large 6-oz. Jar

NO BUGS
MY LADY
SHELF PAPER
25-ft. roll

49°

.eell lei

•

79c

BAY
ER
ASPIRIN
39
50 Tablets

3 lbs.

PLOS

Brother

RAID

NOUN KIWI
oz. Bomb

17-oz. can

12

980

15c
BEM( CROCKER

BIScans
CUI
TS
530
zsmiwas1111111111111M
Armour

Treet
49°

12-oz.
Can

7W

Armour

Vienna Sausage
2 for 450

Icelandic

1-1b.

Filets
49c

f

NBC

1-lb.
Box

Ritz
29

l.aIANI SIZE PEPSODENT

TOOTH PASTE

53°

RAITIIIIii1111"FOIL
290
Scott Napkins
Elbow
2 for 2W
dinner Napkin, MACARONI
SKINNER

PUREX

„

FLAVORED
CHILDREN'S

*Nunn auras NI mai

CORN

INSTANT
AMERICAN ACE

CARNATION INSTANT

c.

JOHNSON S

CORN

11
2lbs.
-2)

PEAS

Pride of Illinois
Country Gentleman

Pork and Beans

ARROTS

Wit

29!

Whole

EATWELL LIGHT

mARGARINE

BEANS

t.

GOV'T INSPECTED GRADE "A"

SLICED or BY THE PIECE
FIELD'S LARGE
.

out th3 program by delivering
the requisite stimulations to the
bra.n This wireless stimulator can
control the animal's brain for
days.

3 lb. can $2"

Hams

11W lb.

SAUSAGE

19

Quart

I 1-Gal.

35'

Scotties

$1.00 SAVINGS
ON 12” SLICING KNIFE

200 Tissues

moil-in only SOS plus certilIcate on
this special 3 lb. label

2 for 29f

2-Ply

Si

Scotts Scotkins

25

10-oz.

1W

Scotta

Swanson Turkey

Tissue
2 rolls 250

TV Dinners
670

FOOD c
PARKER MARKET

